The following is a listing of each topic considered necessary to be included in a course of study towards the education of technicians performing Communications Site R56 Installation. This COMPETENCY listing is supplied to provide a detail syllabus with an identification of each individual subject in which the technician must be knowledgeable and skilled. These subjects are derived from material compiled from applicable Motorola Solutions and other industry codes and standards.

The ETA® Communications Site Installation R56 certification is a non-Auditor certification, which validates examinees knowledge of the core concepts required in the installation of a communications site, based on the R56 industry codes and standards. It should be attempted by installation contractors, service shops, project supervisors, project managers, site construction teams, and electrical contractors involved with communications site installation and construction. The R56 Installer is a stand-alone certification and does NOT require the Associate CET certification. However, if the Associate CET is obtained before the R56 is earned, then the R56 will be issued at the journeyman CET level. If the Associate CET is earned after the R56, there is an option to upgrade to the journeyman CET.

R56 examinees must first complete a Motorola Solutions approved Communications Site Installer (R56) Practices Workshop. Review the R56 Preparation Guide for additional examination preparation details. The R56 is a four year term certifications and are eligible to count towards the requirements for Master Certification (CETma). To re-certify the updated R56 Practices Workshop or the Standards Update Course must have been completed and the current examination must be taken and passed at the end of that four year term.

**R56 INSTALLER COMPETENCIES**

1.0 Communication Site Building Design and Installation

1.1 Describe the different site categories:
   - 1.1.1 Modules within a single rack
   - 1.1.2 Dedicated radio room within a new or existing building
   - 1.1.3 Pre-fabricated equipment shelter of concrete/fiberglass construction
   - 1.1.4 A shipping container
   - 1.1.5 Renovation
   - 1.1.6 A new “green site” on undeveloped land

1.2 Identify the differences between:
   - 1.2.1 a building
   - 1.2.2 a shelter
   - 1.2.3 a vault
   - 1.2.4 equipment cabinet/enclosure
   - 1.2.5 rack

1.3 Determine ceiling height requirements with respect to an equipment cabinet or rack and a cable runway system

1.4 Describe cable runway system installation requirements:
   - 1.4.1 Design and safety
   - 1.4.2 Placement with respect to smoke detectors and sprinkler heads
   - 1.4.3 Minimum separation requirements
   - 1.4.4 Support requirements

1.5 Describe floor loading and sealing requirements

1.6 List the different types of cable entry ports and explain how each is to be weather sealed

1.7 Explain adequate lighting requirements
   - 1.7.1 Describe how illumination levels are to be measured

1.8 Describe how ambient temperature is to be measured
   - 1.8.1 List the temperature and relative humidity requirements for the HVAC system

1.9 Explain the basic uses for exhaust fans and how the exterior opening needs to be protected

1.10 List the minimum fire suppression equipment requirements
   - 1.10.1 Explain the installation requirements for a portable and a fixed total flood system
1.11 Define an approved first aid kit and relate where it needs to be located
1.12 List the personal protective safety equipment requirements for servicing batteries and identify when this equipment is required at the site
1.13 Describe the types of on-site communication equipment that needs to be available at the site
1.14 Identify phone numbers of importance that need to be posted at the site
1.15 List minimum required signage that needs to be posted at the site and additional signage that may be required

2.0 Grounding System Inspection Equipment
2.1 Describe the uses of a clamp-on ground resistance tester
2.2 Explain how the clamp-on ground resistance tester works
2.3 Identify the prerequisites for using a clamp-on ground resistance tester
2.4 Describe testing a single grounding electrode conductor
2.5 Describe testing multiple grounding electrode conductors connected to a single grounding electrode
2.6 Explain the procedure for testing of multiple grounding electrode conductors connected to parallel grounding electrodes
2.7 Explain where the correct location is for measuring the ground resistivity of a communication site
2.8 Describe how to measure the grounding electrode system resistance of the communication site:
   2.8.1 Before the AC utility is installed
   2.8.2 When the AC utility is installed
2.9 Explain how the clamp-on ground resistance tester can check bonding continuity
2.10 Explain how to use a jumper wire to verify bonding continuity to a common grounding electrode system
2.11 Describe the Fall-of-Potential ground resistance test
2.12 Identify valid and invalid Fall-of-Potential tests

3.0 External Grounding and Bonding
3.1 Explain the purpose for external grounding
3.2 Describe common grounding
3.3 Identify the different grounding electrode system components that need to be bonded together to form a single common grounding electrode system
3.4 List the different ground resistance requirements between a Type “A”, Type “B” and Type “B2” site
3.5 Define the Motorola Solutions recommended design goal for ground resistance at Type “B” and Type “B2” sites
3.6 Explain what needs to be done if the ground resistance goals cannot be achieved at a Type “A” or Type “B” or Type “B2” site
3.7 Identify acceptable grounding electrodes and define their minimum requirements
3.8 Define “high-lightning” areas
3.9 Describe supplemental grounding
3.10 Explain sphere-of-influence for a grounding electrode and define minimum grounding electrode spacing requirements
3.11 Determine if the grounding electrode system design meets the requirements appropriate for the type of site
3.12 Explain the difference between grounding electrode conductors and grounding conductors and identify their minimum sizing requirements
3.13 List conductor bending and routing requirements
3.14 List requirements for protecting and securing grounding conductors
3.15 Explain the causes for galvanic corrosion and methods to help reduce or prevent it from occurring
3.16 Describe conductor bonding requirements for each item that needs to be bonded to the external grounding system
   3.16.1 Explain exothermic welding requirements
   3.16.2 Explain irreversible high compression crimping requirements
3.16.3 State the appropriate type of conductive anti-oxidant compound to be applied to a mechanical bonding connection

3.17 Describe the purpose of the external ground bar (EGB)
   3.17.1 Describe and list the requirements for installing an EGB

3.18 Describe the purpose of the tower ground bar (TGB)
   3.18.1 Describe the requirements for installing a TGB

3.19 Explain how grounding conductors must be connected to the EGB and TGB

3.20 Describe how to install grounding kits
   3.19.1 Identify the minimum and recommended installation locations

3.21 Identify braided grounding conductors and explain why they are not be used in the grounding system

3.22 Explain antenna structure grounding requirements for a:
   3.22.1 Guyed tower
   3.22.2 Self-supporting tower
   3.22.3 Monopole tower
   3.22.4 Rooftop tower
   3.22.5 Rooftop or building side mounted antenna mast
   3.22.6 Light pole
   3.22.7 Wooden pole structure

3.23 Describe tower guy wire grounding requirements when the guy anchor locations are located on the earth surface and on a building rooftop

3.24 Explain ice bridge or cable support grounding

3.25 Describe fence grounding requirements

3.26 Describe fence post grounding requirements

3.27 Describe fence gate grounding requirements

3.28 Identify generator grounding requirements

3.29 List all other metallic items at the site that need to be bonded to the grounding system and describe how they need to be bonded

3.30 Identify special grounding situations and explain grounding conductor sizing requirements

4.0 Internal Bonding and Grounding

4.1 Explain the purpose for internal bonding and grounding

4.2 List examples of common grounding within a building or equipment shelter

4.3 Identify the requirements for installing a Primary Bonding (PBB) Bar

4.4 Identify the requirements for installing a Secondary Bonding (SBB) Bar

4.5 List examples of how SBBs can be utilized in different applications

4.6 Explain how conductors need to be connected to the PBB and SBB

4.7 Describe the Bonding Backbone and the associated installation requirements

4.8 Explain the difference between a bonding bus conductor and an equipment grounding conductor
   4.8.1 Identify their minimum sizing requirements

4.9 Describe conductor bending and routing requirements

4.10 Explain how equipment bonding bus conductors, bonding bus branches and equipment grounding conductors need to be bonded together
   4.10.1 Explain how the bonding connections need to be insulated

4.11 Describe what a rack bonding bar (RBB) is and how it needs to be installed and bonded to the internal grounding system

4.12 Describe what a network-equipment bonding bar (NBB) is and how it needs to be installed and bonded to the internal bonding and grounding system

4.13 Describe the installation requirements for Internal Perimeter Bonding Bus (IPBB) system and identify what can be bonded to IPBB

4.14 List ancillary support items and explain how they need to be bonded to the internal bonding and grounding system

4.15 Describe how to bond each of the following to the internal bonding and grounding system:
   4.13.1 Piping systems
   4.13.2 Steel roof trusses
   4.13.3 Exposed support beams
   4.13.4 Drop ceiling grids
4.13.5 Raised flooring systems
4.13.6 Other exposed metallic building materials

4.16 Describe the Supplementary Bonding Network or Bonding Grid
4.17 State how different types of separately derived AC electrical systems need to be bonded to the internal bonding and grounding system
4.18 Describe how a DC power system needs to be bonded to the internal bonding and grounding system
4.19 Explain what a primary surge protective device (SPD) is and how it needs to be bonded to the bonding and grounding system
4.20 Identify where RF surge protective devices (SPD) need to be installed and describe the different ways they can be bonded to the internal grounding system
4.21 Describe additional grounding requirements for primary and RF surge protective devices (SPD) when they are not located adjacent to the PBB
4.22 Relate how different cable runway configurations need to be bonded to the PBB or to a separate equipment room SBB
4.23 Explain when it is necessary to bond cable runway sections together
4.24 Describe how to bond separate cable runway sections and supporting hardware together
4.25 Describe how an equipment bonding bus system needs to be installed and routed to the PBB or a separate equipment room SBB in a building and an equipment shelter
4.26 Explain how equipment housings and equipment racks need to be bonded
4.27 Explain how to bond individual system component chassis equipment to the internal bonding and grounding system
4.28 Describe where secondary surge protective devices (SPD) need to be installed and how they need to be bonded to the bonding and grounding system
4.29 Describe how to bond control center and dispatch network operator equipment
  4.29.1 Explain equal potential bonding
  4.29.2 Describe examples of how to establish equal potential bonding at the network operator positions
  4.29.3 List acceptable bonding and grounding conductor sizing requirements at the network operator positions
  4.29.4 Explain why isolated-ground receptacles should not be used at a dispatch operator position

5.0 Power Sources
5.1 Describe how distribution panel boards, circuit breakers and electrical receptacles need to be marked for identification
5.2 Identify the clear working space requirements for electrical panels
5.3 Describe how power receptacles need to be securely mounted to the supporting structure
5.4 Explain the need for adequate service receptacle outlets
5.5 Define Power Distribution Unit (PDU) and the proper installation requirements
5.6 Describe why each piece of critical equipment needs to be powered by a dedicated branch circuit
5.7 Explain why power receptacles need to be installed by the equipment and why extension cords are not allowed in the final installation
5.8 Define the minimum size circuit for communications equipment
5.9 Define what ground fault circuit interrupter (GFCI) is and where this type protection needs to be installed
  5.9.1 Describe two methods to test a GFCI receptacle for proper operation
5.10 Describe receptacle testing and the testing parameters
5.11 Explain why power strips need to be mounted off the floor and describe the requirements for an approved power strip
5.12 Explain the purpose of an uninterruptible power supply (UPS) and what equipment should/should not be supplied from a UPS
  5.12.1 Explain why UPS equipment needs to be installed with adequate clearance from other items
5.13 Identify the location where the main electrical service Neutral-to-Ground bonding connection will be established
5.14 Define how a Neutral-to-Ground bonding connection can be established
5.15 Explain why only one Neutral-to-Ground bonding connection can be established at a location unless a separately derived power source has been installed
5.16 Describe the locations where a Neutral-to-Ground bonding connection can be located when a separately derived power source has been installed
5.17 Define an Equipment Grounding Conductor (ECG) and why this type conductor needs to be installed
5.18 Identify the location where an Equipment Grounding Conductor (ECG) originates and explain how it needs to be routed throughout the electrical distribution system
5.19 Identify the installation requirements for solar panels and wind generators
5.20 Describe the installation requirements for battery systems
5.21 Describe the installation requirements for generators and their fuel tanks
5.22 Identify the minimum adequate spacing requirement for safe servicing of a generator
5.23 Identify the minimum recommended spacing requirements for a generator fuel tank and the fence and between the tank and the shelter
5.24 Explain why a main disconnect may be needed in the feeder cable between the generator and the transfer switch
5.25 Describe the minimum electrical panelboard ampacity rating for an electrical panel being served by a generator

6.0 Surge Protective Devices
6.1 Explain the need for transient voltage surge protection
6.2 Identify transient voltage sources
6.3 Explain basic surge protective device (SPD) definitions
6.4 List the four major points of entry into a communications site that must be protected
6.5 Identify the protection modules used in a Type 2A AC SPD
6.6 Identify the protection modules used in a Type 2B AC SPD
6.7 Describe the proper installation requirements and locations for the Type 2A and Type 2B AC SPDs
6.8 Define the difference between normal mode and common mode protection for AC SPDs
6.9 Identify primary SPDs that are used for metallic telephone, control and data lines
6.10 Describe and indicate the proper installation requirements and locations for primary SPDs
6.11 Explain how to tell if the primary SPD meets the proper listing or marking requirements
6.12 Explain what needs to be done with unused cable conductors that are not protected by the primary SPD
6.13 Explain how to identify secondary SPDs that are used for metallic telephone, control and data lines
6.14 Describe and explain the proper installation requirements and locations for the secondary SPDs
6.15 Indicate if the secondary SPD meets the proper listing or marking requirements
6.16 Explain what needs to be done with unused conductors that are not extended through the secondary SPD
6.17 Describe and explain the proper installation requirements and locations for RF SPDs
6.18 Explain what needs to be done with non-terminated or spare transmission lines entering the site
6.19 Describe and explain the proper installation requirements and locations for SPDs that are used to protect tower top amplifier transmission lines and control cables
6.20 Identify the proper installation requirements and locations for tower lighting controllers and their control cables
6.21 Describe and explain the proper installation requirements and locations for SPDs that are required to protect the tower lighting controller power, control and alarm conductors

7.0 Equipment Installation
7.1 Explain the minimum spacing and aisle width requirements at an equipment shelter or building
7.2 Describe how you would determine if equipment is installed level, plumb and square with surrounding equipment and walls
7.3 Explain how communications equipment and ancillary items needs to be braced and secured in seismic 3 or greater rated areas
7.4 Explain how to determine if communications equipment cabinets and racks are properly secured to the floor as required
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7.5 Describe the appropriate cable group separation and routing requirements for RF lines, power cables, bonding/grounding conductors and control, data, telephone, alarm and reference cables.

7.6 Describe the minimum bending radius requirements for all types of RF cables.

7.7 Define the following:
   7.7.1 Plenum
   7.7.2 Plenum Space
   7.7.3 Riser

7.8 Identify where plenum-rated cables are required at the site and explain how to determine if all types of cabling meet the requirements.

7.9 Identify when riser-rated cables are required at the site and explain how to determine if all types of cabling meet the requirements.

7.10 Explain how to determine that cables are sized to length and that excess cabling is not coiled up.

7.11 Identify that cables have been adequately secured at the required intervals.
   7.11.1 Explain why communication cabling cannot be secured to the exterior of any electrical conduit or electrical raceways.

7.12 Describe why AC power conductors installed on a cable runway system should meet NFPA 70® requirements.

7.13 List the standard identification requirements for communication cabling.

7.14 Describe how distribution frame wiring would conform to the proper punch-down or wire-wrap techniques.

7.15 Identify that system network cabling meets all installation requirements.

7.16 Describe how cabling routed under and through a raised flooring system would meet the proper installation requirements.

7.17 Explain how cabling shall be supported when it is routed above a suspended or drop ceiling.

7.18 List the minimum electrostatic discharge practices that shall be observed for serving communications equipment and storing static sensitive components.

End of Communications Site (R56) Installer Competencies Listing
Find an ETA approved school and approved test site:  http://www.eta-i.org/test_sites.html
Completion of the Workshop or Update course is required prior to the knowledge exam attempt.

Additional REQUIRED materials and resources:

Standards and Guidelines for Communication Sites (R56) ©2017 Motorola Solutions, Inc. – Available from Motorola Training Services (learning.motorolasolutions.com)
NST925-6 R56 Standards Update Course for R56 re-certification within or at the four - year term
NST925-2 Introduction to R56 Course online for those brand new to R56 Communication Site Installation

Additional SUGGESTED study materials and resources:

NFPA 780®, Standard for the Installation of Lightning Protection Systems; 978-1455923212
Mike Holt’s Illustrated Guide to Understanding NEC Requirements for Limited Energy and Communications Systems, 2017 - 978-0990395379
Lighting Protection and Grounding Solutions for Communication Sites – PolyPhaser
Lyncole Ground Test Methods – Lyncole XIT Grounding (part of the VFC brands) – Resources pages
Harger University – Lightning Protection class and Resource Library

R56 Installer Certification Competencies compiled by Motorola Solutions, Inc.© North America Subject Matter Expert (SME) Team and ETA® International

ETA certification programs are accredited through the ICAC, complying with the ISO/IEC 17024 standard.